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1. Introduction. All the graphs considered in this paper are connected finite
undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges.

By the vertex-neighbourhood (\'-neighbourhood) of any vertex x in the graph G we
mean the subgraph NG(x) induced by the set of all vertices adjacent to x. Analogously by
the edge-neighbourhood {^.-neighbourhood) of any edge / with end vertices x, y we mean
the subgraph Ne

G{f) (or Ne
G{xy)) induced by the set of all vertices which are adjacent to at

least one vertex of the pair x, y and which are different from x, v.
Zykov [5] proposed the following problem: does there exist a graph G with the

property that NG(x) is isomorphic to a given graph H for each vertex x of G? Then
Zelinka [4] proposed the edge version of this problem: does there exist a graph G with
the property that Ne

a(f) is isomorphic to a given graph H for each edge / of G? If the
answer to the first (second) question is positive, then H is said to be ^-realizable
{e-realizable), and G is called a v-realization {e-realization) of H.

There exist some classes of graphs which are both v-realizable and e-realizable—even
cycles, for example. Further, Nedela [3] has constructed a class 3F of graphs in which the
v-neighbourhoods and the e-neighbourhoods are "similar" graphs. For each even positive
integer n there exists a graph Fn e 3* which is the v-realization of the cycle Cn and the
e-realization of C2n_4.

By a simple observation we can see that (for each n 3= 2 and r s= 3) the complete
multipartite graph #„,„,...,„ = Krn - rKn is both the v-realization of X(r_1)M - (r - \)Kn and
the e-realization of Kn-x,n-\,n « = Krn_2 - 2JCn_i - (r — 2)Kn; these two graph are, in a
certain sense, "similar". Further, these are the only v-realizable or e-realizable complete
multipartite graphs ([1], [2]).

In view of all this, it is natural to ask the following question. Does there exist a pair
of graphs G, H such that

NU*)~NW)=*H (1.1)

for each vertex x and each edge / of G?
In this paper we prove that the answer is negative if H is connected, but that there

exists a family of graphs in which the v-neighbourhoods and the e-neighbourhoods differ
by just one edge.

2. The main results. Suppose that there exists a pair of graphs G, H such that (1.1)
holds for each vertex x and each edge /o f G. Then G is regular of degree r where we can
supose that r 3= 2. We denote the vertex set of a graph F by V{F); so if / i s any edge of G
and yx and y2 are its end vertices, then

V{NG{yiy2)) = V{NG{yi)) U V{NG(y2)) - {yu y2). (2.1)

Let V(A^G(V1)'2)) = {*i> x2, . . . , xr}. Since it follows from (1.1) that

\v{NG(yiy2))\ = \v(NUyi))\ = \v(NUy2))\ = r,
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it follows from (2.1) that

Thus, if we assume that r > 2, Ne
G(y1y2) contains exactly r — 2 vertices which are adjacent

to both >>! and y2. Without loss of generality we can suppose that these are the vertices
JCJ, . . . , xr_2, and that the vertex jcr_j is adjacent to Vi (but not to y2), while xr is adjacent
to y2 (but not to y{). A vertex x which is adjacent to just one end vertex of an edge/will
be called a solo-vertex of Ne

c(f): thus xr_l and xr are solo-vertices of NG(y1y2), and, by
(1.1), every Ne

G(f) with/an edge of G will have two solo-vertices.
Suppose that the graph Ne

G(yiXr-i) is induced by the vertices JC1( x2, . . ., xr_2, yz> z.
Since y2 is not adjacent to xr^ and z is not adjacent to yu the solo-vertices of Ne

G(yiXr-i)
are y2 and z; thus all of xt, . . . , xr_2 are adjacent to both yx and *,._,. By a similar
argument applied to Ne

c(y2xr), we see that each of xi,. . . , xr_2 is adjacent to xr. Thus
Ne

G(yly2) contains the subgraph F = K2r_2 which is a bipartite graph with partite sets
Pi = {*,_!, x r } a n d P2 = {xu ..., * r _ 2 } .

We now turn our attention to the e-neighbourhood of an edge ViJc,- where
1 =s i =s r - 2. Since V(Ne

G(yiXi)) = i ^ . *i> x2, . . . , xr) - {*,} and neither y2 nor xr_t is a
solo-vertex, it follows that the two solo-vertices are xr and xf for some ^-e
{jfi,. . . , xr-2} - {Xj}. Thus for each ie {1,2,. . ., r- 2}, xt is adjacent to exactly r -4
vertices of the set {xl3 . . ., xr-2}; therefore the graph Fj induced by the set P2 is

isomorphic to Kr-2 — K2, and r is even, r ^ 4 . Furthermore, we see that the

solo-vertices xr and xs of N^y^i) are adjacent to each other, and so the solo-vertices xr_,
and xr of Nc{yly2) must also be adjacent to each other. Since Ne

c{yxy2) contains the
subgraph F — K2r_2 and the subgraph Fu it follows from the adjacency of xr_i and xr that

i) ~Kr ^ ~ ^ 2 - Hence A^o(viV2) contains the vertex xr of degree r — \ in

NG(yiy2) — H. Since each NG(y) is also isomorphic to //, NG(y) must also contain a
vertex x of degree r - 1. But then NG(xy) contains r - 1 vertices adjacent to both x and v,
giving a contradiction.

If r = 2, then G is a disjoint union of cycles. If yYy2 is an edge of a cycle Cn with n 2= 5
then A^GC^I^) is not connected; if each cycle is a C4 then each NG(x) is not connected. So
we have proved the following result.

THEOREM 2.1. Lef //j and H2 be connected graphs. Let the v-neighbourhood of each
vertex of a graph G be isomorphic to H^ and the ^-neighbourhood of each edge of G be
isomorphic to H2. Then Hx is not isomorphic to H2.

REMARK. There do exist graphs with disconnected v- and e-neighbourhoods which
are isomorphic to each other. For example, if G = Cn, n ss 5, then Nv

a{x) = NG(f) — 2KX.
Let Hi be a graph obtained from H2 by deletion of an edge e. Then the graphs Hx and

H2 will be called near graphs.
In view of Theorem 2.1, we now vary the conditions slightly and ask the following

question. Do there exist connected graphs G, Hly H2 such that \V(Hi)\ = \V(H2)\ and
such that G is a v-realization of Hi and an e-realization of H21 We show that the answer
to this question is positive and that, in addition, Hx and H2 must be near graphs. Indeed,
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it follows from the construction of the graph H in the previous proof that

so that H1 — Kr--K2 and G = Kr+2 — K2; and it is clear that these are the only

graphs which satisfy the required conditions. So the following theorem is now proved.

THEOREM 2.2. Let G, Hi, H2 be connected graphs such that
(i) Nv

G(x) - Ht for each vertex x of G,
(ii) N'df) = H2 for each edge f of G,
(Hi) \V{Hl)\ = \V{H2)\ = r.

Then r = 2k for some k^2, / / , and H2 are near graphs, and

H^K2k-kK2; H2~ K2k - {k - 1)K2.
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